
 

'Explody' Taurid meteors produce persistent
trains

November 16 2015, by Nancy Atkinson

  
 

  

A bright Taurid meteor falls over Deadfall Basin, near the base of Mount Eddy
in California. Credit: Brad Goldpaint

"The landscape was just at the verge of trying to silently explode with
vibrant colors of red, gold and oranges," said photographer Brad
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Goldpaint as he described the autumn view during his hike to Deadfall
Basin in California to set up his cameras to try and capture a few Taurid
meteors.

But the landscape wasn't the only thing about to explode.

Later that night Brad captured a few "exploding" meteors that produced
what are called persistent trains: what remains of a meteor fireball in the
upper atmosphere as winds twist and swirl the expanding debris.

Brad created a time-lapse video from the event and slowed down the
footage to highlight the trains.

Persistent trains have been difficult to study because they are rather
elusive. But lately, with the widespread availability of ultra-fast lenses
and highly sensitive cameras, capturing these trains is becoming more
common.

Phil Plait still has the best description out there of what happens when
persistent trains are produced:

"As a meteoroid (the actual solid chunk of material) blasts through the
air, it ionizes the gases, stripping electrons from their parent atoms. As
the electrons slowly recombine with the atoms, they emit light—this is
how neon signs glow, as well as giant star-forming nebulae in space. The
upper-level winds blowing that high (upwards of 100 km/60 miles)
create the twisting, fantastic shapes in the train."

The consensus among our Universe Today Flickr pool photographers
who posted images of the Taurids this year is that the 2015 Taurids
weren't entirely remarkable. Most astrophotgraphers reported they saw
one or two per hour. Here are a few more Taurid meteor shower images
from our photographer friends:
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https://phys.org/tags/meteors/


 

  
 

  

A bright Taurid fireball on November 9, 2015. Credit: Mark Sansom
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Two Taurid meteors from the November 2015 shower, on November 10, 2015.
Credit: Alan Dyer

Source: Universe Today
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